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High Rise Houses Proposed

Greeks Moving Off?

HELP! BEAST is attacking Beauty os both prepare for the Beauty
lind Beast Contest beginning tomorrow. Voting boxes will be set
p in the Union, Mid-Am Room and Rathskeller. The contest,
-ponsored by Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity, will continue
'ntil March 4, and all money will go to charities. One cent equals
• ne vote for a favorite beauty or beast. Photo by Glen Eppleston.

Local SDS To Host
Ohio Regional Meeting
The University will be the site
or the first Ohio Regional Stulents for a Democratic Society
SDS) conference next month.
Christine Morgan, president of
he local chapter, has announced
hat from 50 to 60 delegates from
JDS chapters in Ohio and Mlchgan, will meet to discuss pro>lems and map plans in a weekend program here March 3-5.
The conference will open Friday
'light, March 3, with registration
md exchanges of local publlcalons and literature. Greg Caljert, Chicago the national sec■etary of SDS, will give the openng address Saturday morning.
Ken Friedman, the temporary
phio Regional Director from
Cleveland, will then give a report
Mi the proposed Ohio Regional
Dffice. Along with these also will
fie reports from the attending
(;hapter delegates.
! Saturday afternoon's program
will consist of workshops dealing
jwith the establishment of the Ohio
jReglonal office.Saturday evening's
[program will feature another
■jpeaker from the SDS national
^headquarters.
Also featured will be workshops
[on student power, the Free Uni-

versity program, chapter organizing, peace action, draft resistance and possible alternatives to
the draft.
The conference will close
Sunday afternoon with a discussion
of local action to be taken during
the April 8 to 15 Student Mobilization against the draft and the
war in Viet Nam.
This conference is open and the
public is invited to attend all of
the meetings and workshops.

By MIKE KUHLIN
Staff Writer
A proposed program for offcampus Creek housing within the
next two years was presented to
sorority and fraternity presidents
Saturday.
Plans for high-rise fraternity
housing ranging from four to 10
stories high were presented by
Charles Fuhrman, a senior attorney for Fuhrman, Certner and
Gritz of Toledo: James Braden,
engineer and architect; ami Joseph
Mast of Mast Construction Co.
of Toledo.
The plans presented were very
flexible. Architectural drawings
were designed to accommodate
40 students in an apartment, providing for two man bedrooms,
living room, dining room, hallway, recreation room, storage and
utility rooms, and a kitchen.
According to Mr. Braden, designer of the project, an apartment
could be produced, fully furnished,
for $222,500.
This cost includes $15,000 for
furniture, $6,500 for dining room
and kitchen equipment and $5,000
for a deluxe finish which includes
paneling in certain areas of the
apartment.
Total cost would depend on the
needs of the particular fraternity.
Furniture or dining room equipment would not necessarily have
to be bought if already available
from other housing units.
Land for the project would be

purchased two or three blocks
from campus. Although no land
sights have been selected, three
areas are under consideration.
The proposed housing would be
financed through national fraternity and private loans, according to Mr. Fuhrman. The apartments could be bought over a
20 year period or used on a lease
basis.
"The University neither condems or endorses the proposed
high-rise fraternity housing," said
Wallace W. Taylor, dean of men.
"The final approval or rejection
will come when formal plans are
submitted."
The apartments are being built
according to standards for the

Is God Dead?'
Speakers Differ
God is dead. No, He isn't.
The opinions expressed on this
controversial topic by Dr.William
H. Hamilton and Dr. Carl E. (iraaton differed drastically when the
two theologians discussed their
beliefs on "Man and the Death of
God" at the University Sunday.
"The theory of the death of God
is not a theory of the demise
of a divinity" Dr. Hamilton said.
"Rather, it is an attempt to see

183 Women Pledge Sororities
A total of 183 women pledged
11 different sorority houses at the
culmination of this spring's sorority rush,, It was announced yesterday by Dean of Women Fayetta
M. Paulsen.
Miss Mary A. Brower, assistant
dean of women, said the number of
women pledged showed a decrease
from the same period last year.
Miss Brower said that although
the "number of women pledged
from this period had gone down
from the previous spring's rush,
the total of women who register
and pledge for the fall rush has
gone up every year."
Figures released by the Dean of
Women's office showed that 183
out of 350 women pledged compared
to 250 out of 327 for the same
period one year ago.
One reason given for the decline
in women pleged was that the Individual quotas for each sorority
house had decreased.
Those women who pledged and
the houses they pledged are:
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

The forecast for today is
partly cloudy and colder with a
high In the 20's. Fair and cold
| tonight.

Deborah Bradsley, Pamela Barone, Jacquelln Barrow, Phyllis
BeckeL Linda Brown.KathyDowdy,
Sharon Donahue, Paula Falat, Sandra Hall, Susan Koryta, Darlene
Llpovec, Barbara E. Lucas, Robbie PfeilL Susan Skodney, Terry
Steplc, Carolyn loomey, Elaine
Welser, Barb Yansura,
(Continued on Poge 6)

safety ami welfare of students,
assured Mr. Fuhrman.
While the' University has no
objection to the design, all dealings concerning the proposal will
have to be done through the national fraternities, Dean Taylor
said.
Initially, Fuhrman, 1'raden and
Mast were interested in contracting private residence halls to compete with University dormitories.
Adequate facilities on campus,
however, prompted the rejection of
the proposal. The Idea concerning
fraternity housing was then
developed.
Fuhrman and Mast also designed
and built Vars it y Square apartments.

PLEDGES RUSHED to their respective sorority houses Soturdoy
as formal rush closed with 183 women pledging. Randy Neubach,
(center) junior in the College of Education, greets her new sorority sisters in the traditional manner. (Photo by Larry Fullerton).

if a Christian can make it without God.
It Is, then, a theoretical and an ethical question."
"God is present and working in
the world," Dr. Braatoncountered,
"whether man recognizes it or not.
There Is no area where He is
not working."
Dr. Hamilton, professor of theology at Colgate Rochester Divinity School and one of the leading exponents of the death of God
theory, had praise for atheists.
"An atheist Is a man who does
not believe in thepresence of God,"
he said. "In that sense his beliefs are more informative to the
theologian than are those of Christians who blatantly accept God."
Although the death of God theory
as we now know it orignlnated
during the French Revolution, Dr.
Hamilton said, most of his viewpoints were based on the German
philosopher Nietzsche.
"Nietzche believed that Christians were to blame for the murder of God, Dr. Hamilton explained.
"A problem then arose. Since
only God was able to forgive sins
and man had killed him, who was
left to forgive man for killing God?
Man? He does not have that capacity, without Cod's presence."
Dr. Hamilton then compared
Nietzche, a "madman searching
for an honest God," to Diogenes,
"a Greek cynic philosopher who
searched for an honest man."
Dr. Hamilton said, that neither
one found what he was looking for.
"My position, In summary. Is
this," Dr. Hamilton concluded.
"There should be a God, and we
are trying desperately to find one.
It is a terrible experience, however, to find there is none.
"In short, the human community imist take over the traditional
aspects of God If He does not
exist. If the community Is not
able to do this. It must be made
able to."
Dr. Braaten, on the other hand,
Is a strong believer In what Martin
Luther called the Law of Contrast.
(Continued on Page 3)
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Don't Blame The Coach
End Admission Game
Getting into college has become a horror show in recent years for both
the students applying and the college officials processing the applications.
Standard procedure for the high school senior is to apply to several
colleges, with the hope of getting into one. He may be accepted by more
than one and will have to make a final choice. I his leaves the college
addmission official unsure that the student accepted will attend his
college.
And the cost IO each parly is ridiculous. I he student can usually
expect to pay at least $10 for each application sent (money usually
forfeited if accepted).
Processing an application costs the college about $ 100. Students
usually apply at more- titan one school as protection in case their first
choice rejects them. So if a student is accepted at a college that he does
not attend, both parties lose money.
Ten Midwestern colleges announced a plan last week that allows a
student to apply for admission to two or more member colleges by
sending in only on application and paying only one fee. The student lists
the member schools in order of preference.
The application is sent to the first college, considered ami acted upon.
If rejected, it is sent to the second college on the list and so on until
accepted.
This enables _a student to be considered by all of the participating
schools, if he so desires. The colleges can more realistically appraise
a student's desire to attend then particular school.
! he 10 colleges Starting the plan ncxl year are Monmouth and Knox in
Illinois; Carlcton and St. Olaf in Minnesota; I Iclolt, I .awrence anil Ripon
in Wisconsin, and Coe, Cornell and i.rinnell in Iowa. I hey will cooperate under the i ponsorshlpof the Associated Colleges of the Midwest.
I he plan is SO sensible that it isa wonder that it was not tried earlier.
This is a typ of co operation that should spread to the Mid-American
Conference. I in colleges of this conference are not that dissimilar
thai a student interested in one might n<>t lie interested in any of the
others.
With the high degrei of computer technology and communication
available today, there is no reason why tin game ol "musical chairs"
in college admissions should continue.

Ry MIKF KUHLIN
Columnist
Notice anything different about
the past two home basketball
games?

last year when he was hung in
effigy: with similar rumors flying
again this fall when Rob Gibson's
football team started the season
on a bad note.

"And, Coach Warren Scholler
and the rest of the Falcons," has
been eliminated after the public
address announcer introduces the
starting lineup.
It seems, contrary to the usual
apathetic feelings on campus. R-G
sport fans are not pleased withthe
job Scholler has done this year.

Hiring and firing seems the only
solution sport critics, in the
stands, have to offer. A look at the
records and performance of the
basketball team is in order.
With a little bit of luck and
seven points, the team record could
be 15-6, instead of 10-11. Three
games have been lost by a one
point margin and thefourth, Miami,
by a missed foul shot.

Rumors indicate Scholler has
been asked to resign. Thinking
back, the same talk developed

Protests by both Scholler and
Toledo coach Hobby Nichols indicates poor officiating at Mar-

"Wall Posters Here In U.S. Show Government Still
In Great Cultural Struggle With Billboard Lobby"

Supressing highly rated basketball
teams as Wittenberg,
Michigan, Wisconsin and Michigan
State shows the Falcons' potential.

These circumstances show a
lack of school spirit and unity.
The senseless display of antagonism by the student body hinder
the chances of recruitment for
athletic teams. A high school student Is certainly not impressed
with hearing a coach being jeereel.

cise,I was "hot".
I his is a record which no physician wants because' he knows that
he is missing a few bad ones.
I hey know that they can't play
with lives, or as one doctor
always told me "you're' gonna
kill em".
I have- also seen lab technii UUIS
in action. I he laboratory in a
hospital is ,i highly specialized
department. I he technicians have
been to college, have received
"on the job" training, and have
had to pass a test. I he\ are
headed by one- or several pathologistS, who have- studied for
at least ten years.
The laboratory often i. ;/es mistakes, but when the "chips are
down" they come through. Doctors do not have to believe blindly in lab reports. I hey know they
can rely on this team for a portion of their diagnoses.
I feel sorry for Mr. ('reason.
He has not seen what I have,
inste'ael he has been blinded by
a few facts.
I he medical profession is not
perfect. I here is a lot of cleaning up to do in this field, but
one- should not blindly throw critisisins.
Ileing treated by a physician
on.-e a year can be vital to an
individual, but it is impossible
to "really" know the medical profession without being a part of it.
Jim O'Connor

**• MH^r-."WT

The crowds at basketball games
should give Coach Scholler the
same respect and admiration the
team has. His record shows him
worthy of it.

WHO'S LEFT

Students. University's Life-Force
HyTOM SHELLEY,
DAVI GEORGE AND
CHARLII rARASKO
Columnists
"Governments are instituted amoung nun. deriving their just
powers from the consent of the
governed..."-we the students are
the governed.
What would have happened had
the students voted for semesters
rather than quarters?
Would anything happen if women
students decided they no longer
desired hours'
Vl ill students ever be free to
live' off-campus without the University dictating where and when?
Will student Council representatives (notably Campus Interest
Part) memliers) ever stop considerin.' students 'not mature'
enough" or "noi capable" of con-

442 Harshman \
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There is nothing but admiration
and respect by the players for
Scholler. This has been shown
both on and off the basketball
court by the team's effort and
freely expressed opinions.

While the Falcons have not met
up to expectations, there is no
reason to pinpoint the blame on
coaching. Many other variables
effect the outcome of a basketball
game.
Rooing Coach Scholler while
being introduced or spreading
rumors of his resignation hurts
not only the team, but the University.

Can't Know Medicine
Without Being A Part

yeai, ••xcepi holiday period'
SI", . •VIS, undri
i.<?lici't\ .

It has been said, a team plays
for its coach. Skeptics on campus
think otherwise regarding Rowling
Green, however.
Why not ask the only men capable of answering the theory--the
team.

Sports Illustrated felt "Wally"
Scholler's team would have an
exceptional year and, in fact, lived
up to predictions the first four
games.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

After working in the emer ' in ,
rooms, operating suites, and On
the floors of two hospitals I have
had an opportunity to observe physicians, nurses, aides, and technicians carrying out their duties.
Scott C reason, who recently
wrote a column in the News concerning the medical profession,
seems quite capable in obtaining
information about this profession.
It is very easy to read a biased
magazine such as Newsweek, and
be convinced by a few words.
It is easy to criticize something
which one knows little about. It
is easy not to present the whole
story.
What is not easy is this; going
tn rnllege for four years and
^ ■ ' |'ii..- i .'>.i>. gaining entrance
to i
leal school, sweating out
four y. irs of medical school, going
through an internship with work
days of 48 hours, doing a residency in your specialty for one
to four vears, and finally patiently waiting until sour practice is established.
Cut that is not all. I here is
the 3 a.m. emergent-\ room call,
leaving a party you've been planning for weeks to check on a
patient that has gone into .i relapse, working from (< a.m. until I I p.m. some days without
a sizeable break.
Errors are to be expected in
every profe-ssion and physicians
are not to be excluded. I hej are
not perfect beings, but rarely do
their mistakes prove to be fatal.
I have seen physicians work
both routinely and under a crisis.
They are cool, calm, and straight
thinking. They don't panic. I have
seen a doctor bring a patient
back to life by his quick thinking and vast amount of knowledge. I have never seen a patient die because of a physicians
error, although this does probably occur.
I find it hard to believe that
oil per cent of tlie appendix removed are "-old". Consider for
a moment w ..t would lake place
if every appendix that * is ex-

shall, where the Falcons lost by
four points after leading throughout the game.

idu.

u

1
1

•!.,■

'

J ilw
V ('

«l

structively evaluating liead residents, the dean of men and the
dean of women?
Will dormitory rooms beopened
to co-ed study if the residents of
that dorm so desire?
When will the Administration
take pen in iiand to directly and
unevasively answer the questions
which students so willingly present
in the News?
Will the faculty support students
in the abolishing of manditory class
attendance? And If they don't will
they be doubting their teaching
ability or the students ability to
decide how best to use his time?
Who will explain the fact that
according to the 1965-66Financial
Report the Physical Education Department received the largest allocation of fumls given to any of
the academic departments.
We as students could constitute
a powerful segment of the university community.
We can be the agent for the
renewal of learning in the universal. Or are our dried voices,
when we whisper, "as quiet and
meaningless as wind in dry grass
or rats' feet over broken glass?"

W Pi*!,

■

\\ hen will we speak, be listened
t" and involveoHnthedecisionsthat

affect us? It is our own lives and
futures we plan for yet to what
extent do we decide the circumstances of our learning?
Rut how many of us really care?
Apathy, alienation, and the feeling
of powerlessness in the face of
the enormity and complexity of
today's problems, has deprived the
university of its main life force-the involvement of the student.
And if we don't care why are
we here? Or if we do care how
is our concern shown?
If Ohio's governor and her state
legislature won't recognize the
needs of higher education, who
will?
And if our representatives, administration and faculty won't
realize the problems of students,
who will?
Who's left? I guess we're
left

X; The News welcomes letters:-:
>':to the editor. Letters shouldX
:-;.be typewniten and signed by v
X;the author and carry his type-X
v'.wntten name, address ond-g
X;phone number.
X
;£ As many letters as possibleX:
X-will be published within the-;.;
jxhmtts of space, good taste;X
•£ond laws of libel. The NewsX;
•preserves
the right to editv:
;X letters more than 30C wordsX*
X;in length.
X;
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Beaux Arts Trio
To Perform Sunday
One of the world's most famous
Chamber Music groups will present a concert on campus this
week.
The .Beau Arts Trio described
by various critics as "one of
ithe finest ensembles of our time,"
"great artists," "magnificent,"
will perform at 8:15 Sunday evening in the Main Auditorium of
university Hall.
Eleven years ago, the trio decided to transfer their informal
evenings of chamber music into
the concert hall. Since that time,
they have been hailed on three
continents, and have played over
1,000 engagements throughout
North America, Europe. Africa
and the Middle East.
In November, 1965, they per-

Butler Debaters
Win Meet; BG 4th
Butler University of Indianapolis
won the sixth annual Forensic
Honorary Debate Tournament held
at the University last weekend.
Bowling Green tied for fourth
fplace.
Butler debated the negative side
against Augustana College, Rock
Island, 111., which debated the affirmative. Debate topic was. "Resolved: That the United States
5 hould substantially reduce its
"orelgn policy commitments."
Third place winners were Michigan State Universiiy and Bradley
niverslty of Peoria, 111.
Bowling Green, in tying for
fourth place, missed the semifinal round by one speaker point.
■ reg Gardner, a junior in the
Vollege of Liberal Arts, was
twelfth ranked speaker inthetour[ nament.

formed inlsreal, Turkey, andlran
under the auspices of the State
Department.
Since their 1959 European tour,
the trio has returned every season
and standing ovations in Berlin.
Paris, Lisbon, and numerous other
music centers have heralded their
appearances.
The Beaux Arts Trio has won
the Grand Prix du Disque for
their recordings of trios of
Mendelssohn and Dvorak, and the
Times of London listed their discs
containing all the Beethoven Trios
as among the best recordings of
1965.
The Cincinnati Enquirer describes the trio as "one of the
greatest ensembles of our time."
The Washington Evening Star
states that "The Beaux Arts Trio
is made up of three fine artists
who command their instruments
with great art. Their playing
is magnificent."
Tickets for the performance will
be on sale today through Friday
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
lobby of the Union. Tickets may
also be purchased at the door on
the evening of the concert.
All seats will be reserved with
the student price being $1.50 and
$3.50 the price for all others.

Angel Flight
Rush Starts
Tonight At 7
An information night will be held
at 7 p.m. tomorrow for anyone interested in joiningtheUniverslry's
Angel Flight organization.
Sophomores
and second
semester freshmen with a 2.4
accumulative point average are
eligible for rush.
Eligible girls are welcome to
come back to a party Thursday
or Friday. Invitations will then
be sent for interviews before the
final decision is made on the new
pledge class.
Angel Flight is a national service
organization connectedwiththeAlr
Force ROTC. The Angles' objectives are to promote the Air
Force ROTC and to be of service
to the University and the
community.

'Virginia Woolf
Tops Nominations
HOLLYWOOD (AP)--The nominations for the annual Academy
Awards were announced in Hollywood yesterday. The drama
"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?"
took top honors.
The movie got 13 nominations,
including those for Richard Burton
and rll/abeth Taylor.

Campus Calendar
Commuter students who have not
had their pictures taken for
identification cards can do so in
120 University Hall tomorrow and
Thursday, and Monday and
Tuesday, Feb. 27 and 28.
Students must have somerecoru
of their student numbers.
• a •

Tonight's meeting of the Faculty
Senate has been cancelled.
• * •
All students, faculty, and administrators interested in the
ideas and concepts of New College
are encouragedtoattend the"community" meeting at 6:30 tonight
In the Carnation Room.
• • •
The Folk Club will meet at 7 tonight in the River Room. Plans for

Student Showing
Rural Art Scenes
An exhibition of watercolors and
drawings of rural Ohio scenes by
University graduate student
Richard Neuman is on display in
the lobby of WBGU-TV on Troup
Ave.
Neuman, a graduate student in
design, has placed on canvas many
memories of his father's and
grandfather's farms and of camping and hiking the countryside
near his native Fostoria.

the folk festival scheduled in April
will be discussed. The meeting Is
open to new members.
• • •
Mr. B. W. Habeck of the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co. will
speak on "Chemical Development
as a Career" at 7 p.m. tomorrow
In 140 Overman Hall.
Mr. Habeck will be speaking at
a meeting of the Chemical Journal
Club and all interested persons are
invited to attend. Refreshments
will be served.
• • •
The free pre-lesson for the
Tuesday night series of Contract
Bridge classes will be held from
7 to 9 tonight in the Wayne Room.
A prior announcement concerning
the meeting was Incorrect.
• * •
Any Army ROTC cadet interested in joining Pershing Rifles
should contact Sgt. Major Allen
B. Smart In the Army ROTC Dept.
Pershing Rifles Is now In the process of taking new pledges.
• • *
Donald Drumm, the University
artist In residence, will explain
his mural on the si.ie of the new
library at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in
the Conklin Hall lobby.
Leslie F. Stern, chairman of the
i'vent, said Mr. Drumm will show
slides, lecture, and answer
questions aliout the mural.

Is God Dead?
(Continued from Page 1)
This belief, he explained, was God
working in the world in a hidden
manner in addition to His revealing Himself in the person of Jesus
Christ.
i "God is seen, therefore, as the
(universal presence of pressure
"which drives men to act justly,
♦even when they are not just. Without these pressures," Dr.Braaten
explained, "life could not go on
for one minute."
The theory of God as presented
by Dr. Braaten. associate professor of systematic theology at Chic[tcgo l.utheranSeminary, shows Him
working for justice in America
J today In the form of the Negro
| rivil Rights movement.
"The Negroes will win in their
[attempts
for
equality," he
'commented, "not because the
i whites are kindhearted, but because of God's power."
Dr. Braaton also discussed God
as the "power of the future."
"It is man's very nature to
jhink about that which has not yet
occurred,"
he continued, "and
man's creative inquiring is motivated by the anticipation of an answer.
"If this answer is not forthcoming, as the death of Cod theologians claim, then we are not
only talking about the death of God
but the end of mankind, itself."
"Since the radical theologians
do not believe the answers to our
questions exist," the Fulbright
scholar concluded, "their ideas
are not Christian but seem to be
born out of desperation."
A brief question and answer
period concluded the program.

TURN ON TOMORROW Fee, ,ke
being one of the brains behind the coming gas turbine
age ... or helping to develop a new aircraft alloy ... or
finding out how to feed 4 billion people? Try your genius at
International Harvester, where computers and research
are as familiar as tractors and trucks. We are a company
that supplies mechanical power to a world that is increasing its population by more than 60 million a year. Our horizons are unlimited. But our immediate job is to attract
young people who can match their strides with today's
onrushing technology. We have openings in research and
development, design and testing, manufacturing and sales.
We intend to offer the best combination of opportunity,

responsibility and individual treatment. International Harvester is a 2-billion-dollar rJus annual business. We are the
world's largest producer of neavy-duty trucks, a major producer of farm and construction equipment, an important
steel manufacturer, tot : DWER and the people who provide it are our lifeblood. We need talented and imaginative
graduates in liberal arts, accounting, chemistry, mathematics and business administration, as well as engineering. We probably need you.
Interested? Contact your Placement Officer now for a dale lo see an IH
representative when he visits your c.-tmous. Or if interviews are not scheduled, vnle directly to Ihe Supervisor of College Relations, International
Harvester Company. 401 North Michigan Avenue. Chicago, Illinois 60611.

International Harvester puts the future in your hands
AN fOUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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McNamara Says War
Coverage 'Distorted'
WASHINGTON (AP> -- Defense
Secretary McNamara told senators
In testimony released yesterday
factual and fair. But he had some
complaints.
McNamara's comments were In
contained In testimony given in
late January beicre the Senate
Armed Services and Appropriations Committees and made public
yesterday after heavy censoring.
He protested as "disgraceful
distortion" reports on use of tear
gas and other riot control weapons
carried by one newspaper under
the headline "U.S. Engages In
(Jas Warfare In Viet Nam."
McNamara said: "The facts
were that we never did use anything other than the riot control
weapons that are used by every
major police force in the world,
and the press knew It."
"Now that is the kind of incorrect and irresponsible press
coverage that occasionally plagues
us, but these are occasional
matters and not representative
of the basic press coverage."
sen. Harry i ytd, i)-Va., a newspaper publisher and a former director of the Associated Press had
asked McNamara about press
Coverage in Viet Nam. I hen I'.yrd
added:

"To bring It down to a specific
news agency, as the dominant news
agency is the Associated Press,
which is the world's largest news
gathering organization, would you
say speaking generally again, that
its reporting has been factual and
comprehensive and reasonably accurate?"
"Yes, I would say so," McNamara answered.

AWS Nominating
Petitions Ready
Nominating petitions for Association of Women Students offices are now available from residence hall assistants and sorority presidents.
The petitions must be returned
to Carol McCutcheon In 124 ['rout
by Tuesday, Feb. 28. The election
is to be held Wednesday, March
8.
A minimum accumulative grade
average of 2.4 is required of all
candidates. The individual offices
have specific qualifications. Information on those qualifications
and election procedures can be
obtained from resident hall assistants or Miss McCutcheon.

Computer To Match
Dates For Charity
Charities Week will give students a chance to participate in
computer-matched dating.
As a Charities Week project,
Kreischer A is providing a
"computer- matched" date for any
male student who sends in$ 1 along
with the application blanks which
can be obtained at the main desks
of their dorms or by writing to the
Date Uurcau, c/o Kreischer A,
stating the height, color of eyes,
color of hair, and special interests
they wish their "ideal" date to
have, along with their own names,
campus addresses, and telephone
extensions.
In order for the Date Bureau
to match dates, coeds arc asked
to send in the application stating
their own color of hair, special
interests, etc. A dollar must be
Included with each application in
order to lie > onsidered.
Id' money will supplement
Kreischer A's contribution to
Charities Week.

Pershing Rifles
Win Post Match
The I diversity Pershing Rifles,
recognition society for men in
Army ROTC, won first placehonors in the Regimental Post
Match held at the University last
week.
The Pershing Rifles accumulated the highest total points in the
regiment, which consists of 17 representative teams from Ohio,
Kentucky and West Virginia.

Kreischer A's board of "match
makers" will send the applicants
the names and extensions of their
"ideal" dates for Charities Week.
Dates will be chosen on the basis
of the preferences stated on the
application.
The "match maker" staff has
assured students that every applicant is guaranteed a date.

Burdette First
To Pass Test
Cadet Col< Duane Burdette Is
the first cadet to pass the flight
instructor program (TIP) this
semester Maj. Floyd |. Bra/ile,
assistant professor of aerospace
studies has announced.
PIP provides 35 hours of flight
instruction and a final flight progress check by a Federal Aviation Agency flight examiner.
Forty-five hours of ground school
instruction are also given. Aerodynamics, metemlogy, aerial
navigation, radio navigation, FAA
flight rules and flying safety procedures are subjects taught.
A written and flight exam are
given at the end of the course.
Both tests must be passed, and
the cadet receives a private flying license.
I pon graduation and commission
these cadets then enter a 12 month
I SA F I n d e r g r a d u a t e F 1 y i n g
Training program. In the training program they learn to fly
Air Force planes and receive the
Silver Wings of an Air Force
pilot.

Bowling Green State University
Artists Series Presents the

Beaux Arts Trio Of New York
with violin, cello, and piano

Sunday, Feb. 26, 8:15 p.m.
Main Auditorium - all seats reserved
Students - $1.50
ncn-students: $3.50
Tickets available by mail, or at the Union
10 - 3 p.m. daily (Feb. 21-24) and in University Hall
en the evening of the concert.

PLACEMENT INTERVIEWS
Feb. 27
Eaton, Yale&Towne, Inc.: Check
with Placement Office.
Cuyahoga Falls Schools: Check
with Placement Office.
West Irondequolt Central Schools: Check with Placement Office.
••Ray Village City Schools:
Mathematics.
•Cleveland Heights - University
Heights Schools: Elementary; Secondary.
Niles Community Schools: Business education; elementary education; home economics; Industrial
arts; Languages; Mathematics; Music; Science; Special
education; Diagnostician.
•Lorain City Schools: Art; Business
education;
Elementary
education: Home economics; Industrial arts; Languages;Library;
Mathematics; Music; Science; Special education.
J.L. Hudson Company: Summer
only. Research; Sales; Control.
American Creeling Corp.: Accounting: Control; Finance; Industrial management & production;
Marketing.
Alexander < Irani & Co.tAccounting.
Parma Public Schools: Check
with Placement Office.
Fremont City Schools: Check
with Placement Office.
Allstate Insurance: Administration management trainee; Agent;
I nderwriter; Claim representative.
Malone College: Psychology;
English; Speech; Economics; Business administration; [education;
Chemistry; Mathematics; Music.
Standard Oil Co. (Ohio): Check
with Placement Office.
Feb. 28
Cleveland Heights- University
Heights Schools: [elementary;Sec-

ondary.
Lorain City Schools: Art; Business education; elementary education; Home economics; Industrial arts; Languages; Library;
Mathematics; Music; Science; Special education.
J.L. Hudson Company: Summer
only. Research; Sales; Control.
Standard Oil Co. (Ohio): Check
with Placement Office.
Special School District, St. Louis
County, Missouri Check with
Placement Office.
McLean Trucking Company:
Sales representative;' Terminal
manager.
U.S. Gypsum Company: Management
trainee;
Accounting;
Sales; Personnel trainee; Quality
Control.
Greenwich
Public
Schools:
Check with Placement Office.
West Geauga Local
Schools:
Check with Placement Office.
Spring Valley Schools, New York:
C heck with Placement Office.
Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Company: Accounting; Economics;
Finance and banking; General business;
Personnel management;
Chemistry;
Home
Economics;
Mathematics.
Assoc. Corp. Services Co.:
Sales management trainees.
Lybrand, Ross Bros, and Montgomery; Accounting.
The May Company: Accounting;
General business; Retailing; Secretarial.
Fountain Valley Schools: Elementary education.
••Akron Public Schools Elementary t. Secondary education.

.*•• ........

Mar. 1
Standard Oil Co. (Ohio): Check
with Placement Office.
Joseph Home Company: Check
with PlacementX)ffice.

Crestvlew Schools: Check wlthj
Placement Office.
New York State Department of I
Mental Hygiene: CheckwithPlace- f
ment Office.
Texaco, Inc.: Check with Place-1
ment Office.
John Hancock Mutual Life In- j
surance Co.: Training office sup-|j
ervlsor program.
General Motors Corp.: Produc- j
tlon management; General bus-J
iness; Finance.
Mayfield City Schools: Check
with Placement Office.
National City Bank of Cleveland^
Accounting; Economics; Finance
and banking; General business^
••Fairvlew Park Schools: Ai
Elementary education; Industrial
arts; Language; Mathematics; Sc-J
ience.
Berea City Schools: Businessl
education; Elementary education;!
Industrial arts; Languages; Math-J
ematics; Music; Science; Specie^
education.
Clear Fork Valley Schools:]
Check with Placement Office.
•evening also

•• evening on)j

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalaiara Summer School, <
fully accredited University of Anzoru
program, conducted m cooperohor|
with profes'.jrs from Sionford Uni
/crsity, University of California, one
'#ucidcilojtira, will offer July 3 10 AuJ
gusl I?, art, folHo'i*. geography, h-sl
'cry, language and literature courses!
Tuition, board ond room is S^vGl
Write Prof Juan B Rael. P.O. Boif
7??7, Stanford, California 94300

Examining produce in an open-air marketplace in Lisbon is one way to broaden one's knowledge ol the ways ol the Portuguese people. These girls found exploring the markets of cities around
ihc world a relaxing change from studies undertaken during a semester ai sea on Chapman College's
lloaling campus -now called World Campus Alloat.
Al/ada Knickerbocker of knowille.Tennessee.—in ihc plaid dress-relumed from ihc Studytravel semester to complete her senior year in English at KadclitTcCollege.
Jan Knippers of l.uwrenccburg, Tennessee, a graduate of the University of Tennessee, and a
former Peace Corps Volunteer, first pursued graduate studies in International Relations and relumed a second semester as a teaching assistant in Spanish on the world-circling campus.
Students live and attend regular classes aboard ihe s.s. RYNDAM. owned by the ECl. Shipping
Co. of Bremen for which the Holland-America Lincacis as general passenger agent. In-port activities are arranged 10 supplement courses i.night aboard ship.
As you read this. I he spring semester voyage ol discovery is carrying 450 undergraduate and
graduate students through the Panama Canal 10 call iii ports in Venezuela, Brazil. Argentina, Nigeria.
Senegal. Morocco. Spain. Portugal. The Netherlands. Denmark and Great Britain, reluming to New
York May 25,
Ne\t fall World Campus Alloat - Chapman College will take another 5(10 students around the
world from New York to l.os Angeles and in the spring, a new student body will journey fium
Los Angeles to ports on both west and easi coasts of South America, in western and northern
Europe and as fur east as Leningrad1 before reluming to New York.
For a catalog describing how you can include a semester aboard Ihe RYNDAM in your educational plans, till in ihc information below and mail.
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College Is For Kids, Too
Arts Program Offers
Music For The Minors
By THOMAS FARANDA
Staff Writer
Every Saturday morning approximately 80 children
from the city of Bowling Green participate In a "Fine
Arts Program In Music" which is sponsored by
Bowling Green State University's School of Music.
This program, now in its second year of operation,
was organized by Miss Virginia Simonson, Instructor
in music. The teachers involved in the program are
all students at the university, with the exception of
Mrs. Robert Moore, who is In charge of all piano
classes offered.
The classes consist of piano, recorders (flute-like
instruments), uke, guitar, autoharp, folk dancing.
Instrument demonstration by B-G students, and general
music appreciation. The student teachers are mainly

music majors who utilize this teaching opportunity
to apply skills learned in college methods courses,
and also to gain actual teaching experience.
This program Is offered to all children in the city
of Bowling Green. The children range from first
to sixth grade, and they are placed In the classes
according to their music maturity as well as their
age. Children selected from these Saturday classes
performed as the children's chorus in the School
of Music's opera production, "La Boheme."
Miss Simonson stated that the purpose of the program was to offer the children a chance to explore
instruments, experience various kinds and styles
of music, and generally, to develop an interest and
appreciation in music. She also stated that she hoped
to expand the program next year in Include Instruction
in the string instruments.

Home Ec Lab Part Of Classes

Nursery School Is Not All Play

CURL your fingers, instructor Mrs. Robert Moore tells Beth
Ashbaugh, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ashbaugh, Bowling
Green. Beth is one of the many youngsters taking advantage of
the Fine Arts program in music. (Photos by Tom Faranda)

YOUNG muscians, Doug Hess, son of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Hess, Bowling Green, and Beth Ashbaugh.

CHILDREN play unnoticed as home economics majors observe
them through the one-way mirror in the University's nursery
school.

By TERRY RYAN
Feature Writer
You say you always thought the
University was an institution for
higher education and open only
to high school graduates and graduate students? And you say the
only time you ever saw one-way
mirrors used effectively was in
James Bond movies? Well, let's
take a second look at BG - because college is for kids too and
magic mirrors. There is a nursery on campus.
It's located In a two-story house
on Thurstln Street beside the International Center, t Is not difficult to guess which house is
used for the nursery since the
fenced in back yard is filled with
monkey bars, wooden jungle gyms
and a tricycle or two when weather
permits.
The inside of the school contains miniature models of articles
found in the average home. The
girls have their own small kitchen complete with refrigerator,
oven, sink and telephone. The
tables and chairs are suited to
the size of 4-year-olds.
The Nursery School is in no
way a new development on campus, according to Miss Mary Lane,
assistant professor in home economics and afternoon teacher of
the pre-school children. "It has
been on this campus close to
30 years," Miss Lane said, "and
was originally part of the home
economics department.
"From there it shifted to the
education department until finally
it was handed back to home economics."
Students enrolled in Home Economics 322, the child development
class, are involved in the obser
vation and participation in the
nursery school. "The 45 girls
spend an average of two hours
per week watching, helping directly with the children and planning projects for them," Miss
Lane said.
"The training they receive here
is necessary for certification in
the home economics course," she
added.
Also students from the psychology classes come to the University Nursery School and observe
the actions and behavior of the
children from a sound proof booth
supplied with three rectangular
one-way mirrors. "All together,"
Miss Lane said, "over 1000 students observe the children each
semester."
Observing these nursery
classes, especially for the first
time,
is definitely interesting.
From the mirrors, every action
can be seen and every bit of
chatter among the children can
be picked up on an amplifier and
trasnmitted to the sound proof
booth.

The children can often be hunorours simply by acting naturally
ami can keep their observers alert
by their actions. In one instance
during the reading of a book entitled "Litile Girls", one uninterested listener turned to his
female neighbor and asked quite
loudly, "Do you like pickles?"
His answer was a silent elbow to
the ribs.
Later, Miss Lane was conducting an "animalmeeting.""A 11
the little animals (children) must
pretend it's night time and time
for bed," she said. One child,
not quite ready for a rest, announced quite clearly, "I'm gonna
stay up all night."
Working with Miss Lane in the
management of the nursery is
Mrs. Betty L. Bennett, instructor
in home economics, who handles
the 9 a.m. to noon class of 14

children. Sixteen children attend
the school in the afternoon session from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
It's not easy to get into this
school since there are so many
who want to enroll their children,"
Miss Lane said. "The four and
five-year-olds enrolled are from
a waiting list. Many times they
are sons and daughters of faculty
members and graduate students,
not because they have preference,
but because these are the people
who are connected with the campus and know more about it,"
she ad.led.
If reactions from the children
could be used as a rating for
the nursery school, the results
would be unanimous. "Yeah, I
like school," said one boy in
army fatigues, "but I don't like
to go home because we don't have
as many tinker toys as Miss Lane."

Karate Classes
To Begin At BG
By DA VF ROSS
Staff Writer
Memorial Hall was the scene of a Karate exhibition given by Jack
Coleman. head instructor for the Toledo School of Karate, and his
two black belt assistants Sunday.
The exhibition was staged in preparation for the Karate classes
to be held by Coleman at the University. Coleman, a second degree
black belt in Okinawan Gojo-Ryu Karate, and his two assistants
demonstrated different aspects of Karate for the students.
Mr. Coleman has studied in the United States since 1959, has
degrees in six different areas of Karate, and has traveled all over the
United States in Karate competition.
The Toledo Karate Club is theflfthclubof its kind under the direction
of Mr. Coleman. Currently there are two others In Ohio and two in
Michigan. Men in these schools range in age from 7 to 73 years old.
Women of all ages also are members, he said.
Karate is divided into three different phases as an ancient art, a
sport, and as self-defense. All these things guide the Karate expert
to being a better performer, Mr. Coleman explained.
Scott K. Creason, senior in the College of Business Administration,
is responsible for getting the Karate program started at Bowling Green.
"Membership is open to both male and female students and you may
join at anytime." Creason has been attending the Toledo School of
Karate for about 3 months.
As far as discipline is concerned, Creason stated that the student
of Karate learns a degree of self control which most people lack.
"This is evidenced by the fact of the almost negligible amount of
injuries In Karate," he said.
Creason further stated that neither the main school In Toledo or any
of its three branches has had an accident Involving the misuse of
Karate. He attributed this to the excellent training procedure which
teaches not only control of the body, but of the mind as well.
"The student therefore not only develops strong self-control and
mental discipline; but also a healthy attitude of self respect and
genuine respect for others," he said.
Classes will be held from 7 p.m.to9 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays
with the first class scheduled for Feb. 28.
An initiation fee of $1 is required and lessons cost $8 per month.
Uniforms, usually costing from $15 to $20, are obtained for $8 for
members of the club.
Persons interested in enrolling may contact Scott Creason by mall
in Box 58, University Hall, or come to the first class in the women's
gym If they have not already registered.
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183 Pledge

(Continued
nued from page 1)

ALPHA DELTA PI
Lynne M. Avers. Barbara Clark,
I'.onnie Cleverdon, Susan Uavls,
Kathy Gerber, Mary Leonard,
Susan I ynch Linda Roberts, Patricia Rucker, Mary Rupp, Cathy
Schmidt,
Sharon Slates, Emily
Strawser.
ALPHA c;AMMA DELTA
Karen
L. Rowers, Dorothy
Brown,
Rebecca
L.
Burns,
Babette L. Elliott, Karen Lilak,
Susan Manwell, Mary Lou Marglnian,
Patricia
Payne,
Jane
Russell, Kathy Smith, Diane Talaba. Nancy J. Taylor, Cathy Wallace.
ALPHA PHI
Becky Beer. Linda J. I'.olknap,
Kathleen Bromley, Peggy Foster,
Diana Hofer. Linda Hoffman, Linda
Manfull, Mary Mansfield, Charma
Myles,
Jeanne
Perry, Susan
Rhoads, Marilyn Sellers, Sylvia
Thomas,
Margaret Thompson,
I.ana Ward. Paul M. Ward, Susan
Weiskittle, Paula Yoe.
ALPHA XI DELTA
Jan I'.artholrnew, Susan llas'iuin,
Margie Becker, Patricia Field,
Martha J.Goodnight, Marsha llaldeman, mil if Him burg, Cindy Hoefler, Kathleen Katterheinric, Susan
Knickerbocker, Susan I ewis, Judy
Marck, Barbara Renn, Susan M.
Schaefer, Melanie Smith, Mellncla
Smith, Susan M. Smith, Susan I.
Snyder, Wendy Whit linger, Charlotte Voder.
CHI KM i GA
Marciii
Bell,
Pamela Letts,
Betsy Hie, Stephanie Cardulllas,
Karen (hrisman, Diane Davis,
Donna
Dohbs,
Jill Fletcher,
Joyce FuSCO, Sue Hricko, Judle
I oiioda. Marianne Man, Kathleen
McMaken, I Inda Sodini, Jackie
Stunt/, Diane Waldman, arbara
Wildenhaus, Jacquie Witker, Susan
. /archill

FOR SAL I OR Rl Nl
lliid Falcon 2 dr. vinyl hardtop.
6 cylinder - straight shifC.22mpg.
Call evenings, 353-9531. $1595.
Basement apt., near campus. $25
per month. Call 353-2403, clean
and co/y.

r,c, TA auui
DELTA
GAMMA
Pamela Fiayer, Carol I'eerman,
Barbara Browne, Margaret Caryer, Patricia Caryer, Linda Cremeens, Muriel Davis, PamelaDieckmann, Fiarb Floutz, Patricia
Hannigan, Patricia Helbig, Joan
HorlnkSj Jacquelin Lamuth, Susan
Larson, Karen Miller, Marilyn
Myrick, Pat Pearce, Kathy Pyritz, Peggy Rohrs, Maribeth Sembach, Chris Thayer, Carol Vacca,
Cynthia Wuerfel, Parn Zuber.
DELTA /ETA
Bonnie Dahlkc, Dette Desantls,
Patricia Dougherty, Donna Dunham, Sandra Cross, Chcrie A.
Ilickman, Barbara W. Jeffries,
Maxlnc E.Lentz, Mary Ann Maher,
Marty McCulloch, Nan Mclntyre,
Cheryl
Olds, I loise Raimer,
Nancy J. Russo,
Cindy Sesjes,
Barbara Smrekar. Jean Stevens,
Margaret J. Tucker, Linda Brig,
Linda Vlaslk,
GAMMA PHI BETA
Suzanne Ames, Betty Batdorf,
Cindy
Corbett, Nancy Crowe,
Karen Dunipace, Judith A. Coldwood,
BfV Hampshire, Sharon
Lange, Rcgina McNanara, Alice
Morrison,
Sherry I . Oldwine,
Margaret Pavllca, Linda Peterman, Cheryl Pollock, Suzanne
Kcctenwalcl, Lcanne Simon, Karen
Todd, ritrude lolar, Barbara Weiker.
KAPPA DELTA
Mary Jo Caldwell, Connie Cintula, Libbie Guyars, Louise Jackson, Marcia Johnson, LaDonna
K.irns,
Sherry Rector, Jcnnace
Rhodes, Barbara Riebe, Dorothy
i . Slmonclc, Ginny Vandyke, Vicky
Wrights on.
PHI Ml
I eslie \, Badger, Pamela Lockwood, I inda Madaffer, Jeannlnc
Miller, Laurie Patla, Jill E.Saunders, I inda Swart/.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
K Ide to San I ranciscoA rea.Somellim '" I tin. . Share driving and
gasoline expense. References exChang' d, lor further information,
write Mrs. James CrlteS, 2147
Elliot Ave.. Toledo, Ohio, 43606.
Attention all frats. Guitarist and
folk Singer for rush parties. Call
Mary. 308 East, exi. 2707.
Alpha Chi pledges say congrata
to our new actives.
PISANEL O'S PIZ7A-COMPARE
THE SIZES...AND THIN I III
PRICK
Ol Al.in \NI) OOOI)

Wed. Feb. 22

Need a "better than BC" band?
Further information call 352-6S91.
Waitresses or waiters. Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. Erisch's.
Cft high for
28th.

the 27th. Hitch's

Students with home addresses in
the area of Toledo, Bryan, Fremont, Upper Sandusky, and Defiance. May now appl for part
time employment. Write to P.O.
Box 512, Reynolds burg, Ohio.
Boxers needed for tournament.
('pen and fraternal division. Middle
and heavyweights. Call Gerry, 279
Rodgers.
College Men. Work twenty hours
per week. Only Northwestern Ohio
residents need apply. Write to
P.O. Box 512, Reynoldsburg.Ohio.
A Phi O's say get high for Beauty
and Beast Contest starting Feb.

22.

FILM FESTIVAL SERIES

f| A.VFl

^^^ *JUiJ

Sponsored by
BOWLING GREEN FILM SOCIETY
Admission: at theatre box office - 1.25
Series Tickets - S3 75
Campus Sale - University Hall - 10-12 a.m. 2-4 p.m.
Tues., Wed., Feb. 21, 22. Single admission: 90c - Series
tickets S3.75.
Feotures - 7:20, 9:30

This

%^

Things are looking up for oncampus housing conditions.
University housing should be
less crowded due to the new rule
that will allow all students over
21 to live off campus starting
next fall. Robert C. Rudd, director
of residential services, said recently.
Mr. Rudd expects the housing
situation to improve when this
new ruling goes into effect, and
to continue to improve even though
the next new dormitory is not
expected to open until sometime
in 19<>9.
He stated that with enrollment
rising every year it seems natural
to expect overcrowding in dormitories to increase. "But this
shouldn't be the case." he said,
"because enough students are ex-

pected to choose off campus housing in the fall that overassigning
won't be a problem.
"It is hoped that most of the
seniors over 21 will be living in
housing other than University halls
in the fall which would ease the
strain on the dormitories."
Mr. Rudd stated it has been
determined that enough housing is
available off-campus to handle all
students who wish to live off campus. He said that with the additional building boom going on in
Bowling Green, more students will
be able to live off campus, and
this would leave the dormitory situation in good shape.
"However," Rudd said, "if it
doesn't work out the way we figure
it, then we'll have to restrict
enrollment.'

silUk I DOESN'T HAVE I'O
COS1 MORI ! I R I I DELIV ERY
IN in IR POR1 M1LI OVEN FROM
5 P.M. TO I A.M. DAILY. I'll.
352-5167 or 352 6782.

LOST
LOST. Beta I beta Pi pin in downtown area. Please contact Mary
Ann. 410 Harmon. Reward.

Housing Problem
Expected To Ease

"MORGAN!
Call him what you like
"AK00Kr.."ANUT!"
. .."Ah ODD BALL!"
VII Ink ML .1. „M !•••

Mr. Rudd stated that now the
number of students living on campus is less than the total designed capacity, which was not
the case when school started in
September.
He said that at the start of
the first semester the University was housing 7,935 students,
making the dormitories overassigned by 700 students. This
happened because enrollment was
higher than expected.
"It's best to start in the fall
semester with as close to designed
capacity as possible, with new
students in the second semester
taking up the slack," he stated.
"However this is usually not the
case and it becomes necessary
to overassign. Otherwise the bond
debt could not be met."
Meanwhile, assignments for
Prout, Founders, and Kohl, the
dormitories which Rudd called the
most crowded, cannot be determined until housing applications
are in later in the year.
"Flow many women or men will
be in a room there will depend
on how many move off campus,"
he said, "But right now, we're
not sure if the number in the
rooms will increase or decrease."
At present, Prout Hall houses
two or three in a room. Kohl
two or three, and Rodgers three
with
two
to six per room
in Founders.
He added that in most instances
overassigning hasn't been a financial gimmick, lut a necessity.
"It's that or start turning down
students," he said.
At present Alice Prout hall is
the only dormitory that is overassigned. All other dormitories
are at designed capacity.

IT'S 8 A.M. and Treadway Hall is a proverbial madhouse. This
picture typifies the overcrowded situation present in many University dormitories. (Photo by Rosemary Kovacs).
Gas pains relieved by

Student Apartments Planned
Additional off-campus housing
will be available for the fall semester of this year, i; was decided
yesterday morning during a meeting of Robert Rudd, director of
housing, and several area apartment builders and investors.
It will not be known whether or
not this additional housing will be
enough to accommodate students
wishing to live off campus until
all applications for off-campus residence have been filed, officials
said.
The results of a questionnaire
distributed to various apartment

owners in the area showed that
there were 722 apartments in the
city, with 465 of these completely
furnished, 93 partially furnished,
anil 60 unfurnished. More than 100
others were listexl as being in
various stages of furnishings.
A bout 220 more apartments are
planned for the 1967 fall term with
100 more to be made available if
land can be secured for building
and demand is sufficent.
Some 156 additional apartments
are planned for 1968, with 200
additional planned if land and demand is sufficent.

LOU LaRICHE, Inc.
Volkswagen
Service — Sales
920 Plaza, Findlay, Ohio
(opp. Ft. Findlay Village)
Phone - 422-6424

Mho is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.
Your ideal date - such a person exists, of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10.000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet and form 'an opinion cl that many people?
You will be matched with live ideally suited persons
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or in arff
area of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
Control for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vigorous
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dates, have found computer dating to be exciting and
highly acceptable.
All five of your ideal dates will be delightful. So
hurry and send your S3 00 for your questionnaire.

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.
22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City. Oklahoma

■
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Hockey Rules Explained For Fans To-Be
Ed. Note Hockey rules are
often misunderstood by many
fans. Either the fan doesn't
know what the referee Is
signalling, or he doesn't know
the correct Interpretation of the
rules.
In this first Installment of a
series on hockey, three penalties and one violation are to
be discussed. The penalties are
high sticking, slashing, and
cross checking, while the violation Is icing the puck, one of
the most confusing of all hockey
rules.
HIGH STICKING-—According to
the official collegiate hockey rule
book, "carrying sticks above the
height of four feet (the height of
the goal cage) is prohibited. A
player may not play the puck with
his stick in any manner (either
batting or stopping it) when the
blade of the stick is more than
three feet off the ice."
The penalty for carrying high
sticks is a face off, and for repeated violation a two-minute penalty shall be Incurred.
The signal for high sticking is
as follows

HIGH-STICK
SLASHING----There shall be no
tripping or slashing with the
stick." Penalty for intentionally
slashing at a player with the blade
of stick is two mintues, unless
an injury results from the slashing. In that case a five-minute
major is assessed to the violator.
The correct signal for slashing
is as follows:

SLASHING

e^

CROSS CHECKING—A player
cannot use his stick to check an
oppoijent Into the boards, or check
an opponent with his stick above
the waist. For such a violation a
two minute penalty Is given, and If
an Injury comes about due to the
cross check, a major penalty Is
assessed.
When a cross check occurs the
referee will give the following
signal:

CROSS-CHECKING

Almost anyone who sees his first
hockey game wonders just what the
heck ICING is. It Is a call which
can cause a great deal of confusion.
According to collegiate rules.
"Should a player shoot the puck
from his own defensive zone (behind his own blue line) through
the neutral zone (between the blue
lines) beyond the opponents' goal
line, it shall be called 'icing the
puck' and play shall be stopped
by the official when the puck is
touched by a player of the other
team. Deflection (or tipping) of the
puck by players of the team icing
the puck before it reaches the goal
line does not nullify the icing.
Icing is nullified and play shall
continue when:
(1) His team has fewer players
on the Ice than the opposing
team. (Meaning someone on the
team Icing the puck Is in the
penalty box.)
(2) The shot is made from a
face off.
(3) The puck touc hes an opposing player or his equipment
before reaching the goal line.
(4) A player of the opposing
team other than the goalkeeper
is able, in the opinion of the
referee, to play the puck before

It passes the goal line but does
not do so.
(5) The puck Is played by the
goalkeeper anywhere on the rink
or enters the cage (In whichcase
a goal Is scored).
(6) A player of the team'icing
the puck' who Is preceded Into
the attacking zone by the puck,
touches the puck after it has
crossed the goal line, but before It is touched by an opponent."
The following illustration at the
story's end may help clear up the
icing rule. In the upper portion,
the player has taken two shots
from behind his own blue line.
One shot misses the goal and
crosses the goal line, therefore
it is icing as soon as an opposing
player touches the puck. His second
shot, however, is on goal, therefore no icing is involved.
The player on the lower portion of the illustration is between
the blue lines: he shoots the puck
into the attacking zone, but no
icing is involved since he Is past
his own blue line.
The signal the official will use
for icing is as follows:

SAVE FOR SIMONDS -- Bowling Green goalie Clark Simonds
kicks out an Oberlin shot in the Falcons' 4-2 victory over the
host Yeomen last Friday. Simonds finished the game with 21
saves, in what coach Dili Little called, "One of his best efforts,
yet." (Photo by Tim Churchill.)

ICING
These are a few of the rules of
hockey. Tomorrow through Friday
will find more rules and Interpretations in the News, all aimed
at explaining the game of hockey
to the fans and potential fans of the
Bowling Green hockey club.

'Typical' KSU Wrestling Match
Winds Up In 16-16 Deadlock
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Writer
Everyone expected it to be close,
but not that close.
The Falcons locked horns with
the Golden Flashes of Kent State
16-16 in a dual wrestling encoun-

ter Saturday in Andtrson Arena.
The match went down to the final
weight class in what coach Bruce
Bellard termed a "typical" Bowling Green - Kent clash.
The Falcons held a 16-13 lead
entering the final weight division.

"STEP ASIDE" says Walt Piatkowski after hauling down one of
his 15 rebounds against Western and heading for the 8G basket.
(Photo by Mike Kuhlin).

but a 1-0 decision by Kent's Ed
Ames over Gary McDanlel earned
the Flashes a tie.
The lead changed hands twice,
and was tied four times as each
squad capture four classes with
draws in two others.
Bill Burkle (123) got the Falcons off to a good start with a
5-0 decision over Kent's Terry
Rich. Bill was in control most
of the way, gaining the only takedown in the match.
Burkle upped his personal mark
to an impressive 7-1.
While Kent State rallied to tie
the score and take the lead in
the early weight classes, the Falcons fought back with victories
by Dan Ternes (HO) and George
Ross (167).
Ternes bounced Lynn Seternow
8-1 in a decision, just missing
a pin. Dan held only a 2-1 lead
after two periods, but reeled off
5 points in an aggressive final
quarter. George received a hard
battle from Tom Palus en-route
to 4-2 decision.
Ternes saw his season mark
climb to 10-3-1, matching that
of Joe Krlsko who drew with Bill
Bonus.
Although Ternes and Ross sent

Bowling Green into the lead, two
time MAC champ Bill Herbert
wasted little time in throwing the
match into a deadlock again. It
was Craig Bowman who this time
put the Falcons ahead. Bowman
(191) blanked Larry Marlk 6-0
and barely missed a final period
pin.
With the stage set, Bowling
Green leading 16- 13, Kent needed
only a decision to escape with
a tie.

in the first period, but Ross took
a 2-0 lead in the second on a
reversal. A pair of escapes tied
the score for Ted earning him a
draw and a 9-1-2 personal mark.

The Flashes' Fd Ames seem
contented with the proposition
picking up a 1-0 decision. Kent
coach Joe Begala and his charges
were happy just to leave without
a loss.

Kent State's powerhouses Tom
Griggy (145) and BillHerbert(177)
found their Falcon opponents
rough. Griggy picked up a 6-3
decision against Warren Hartman,
upping his personal mark to 291-3. Herbert blanked Ron Hollo
4-0 hut never managed to put
him in serious trouble.

Ames tallied on an escape in
the second period and fought off
McDaniels' attempts to knot the
score. Gary, who was injured in
the Falcons first match of the
season, made only his second
appearance in 14 matches, replacing injured heavyweight Keith
Clark.
Ted Clark (130) and Tony Ross
battled to a 2-2 draw earlier
in the match in a very even dual.
Neither wrestler was on the mat

Falcon co-captain Joe Krlsko
(152) matched MAC champ Bill
Bonus in a hard fought scoreless
battle. Neither wrestler could gain
the advantage of the other and
riding time was even for both.

The Flashes only other victory
came In the 137 class as Donbos topped Mark Carle 3-0.
"Everyone wrestled well,"
commented coach Bellard."There
were no poor matches" he added.
Bowling Green, now 8-5-1, has
Its last match of ihe season next
Saturday against '.Vwtern Michigan in Anderson \ ena at 1:30.
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* Hendrix, Piatkowski Lead fj
L": Falcons To 95-82 Triumph

BOWLING GREEN
f-

Piatkowski
Henderson
Dixon
Hairston
Hendrix
Behm
Rudgers
Assenheimer
Rinicella

G
7
2
5
9
6
1
1
3
1

3
4
3
0
3
3
2
0

T
22
7
14
21
12
5
4
8
2

TOTALS

35

25

95

l.y IOM MINI
Sports Editor
The difference between a 9-12 and a 10-11 record Hendrix had 10 at that stage of the game, and Walt
may not be much, unless your name is Warren had eight.
In the second half. Howling Green wilted at times,
Sc holler.
His hasketballers made their (and his) record even to the point of losing the lead, but never enough
10-11 Saturday against Western Michigan with a to blow the game.
Western came up with six straight points, cutting
95-82 triumph.
And to Scholler. winning makes a difference. the HG margin to one, and then managed to tie the
"I hought we played a real good game," he said game at 18-17, 46 46.
Less than a minute later, a Charles Tucker basket
after the contest. "It's always good to see them
play a heads-up, smart ball game, and this was one pushed the Hroncos into a 48-4: lead, but they lost
it quickly, and never saw it again.
of them."
Hot shooting by Piatkowski and substitute forward
According to Scholler, some of the leaders in the
heads-up department were Rich Hendrix and Walt Carl Assenheimer paced the Falcons the rest of
the way. Western never seriously challenged durPiatkowski.
"Richie played one of his best games of the year," ing the final 10 minutes of the game, as they fell
Scholler said. "He was a real smart basketball to a 10-11 overall record this season.
Western's Mid-American Conference mark slid to
player tonight, both offensively and defensively."
The 6-0 captain scored 12 points for the evening 4-6 as the Hroncos dropped their fourth consecutive game.
on six of 10 from the field.
A review of game statistics indicates that Howling
As for Piatkowski, who finished at the top of the
heap among Falcon scorers with 22 markers, Schol- Green led in more than just the final score.
The Falcons hit on 35 of 67 shots from the field,
ler indicated that perhaps Walt could have tipped
an excellent 52 per cent, while WMU connected on
his point total considerably if
.
"If he'd shot more instead of passing off ami 44 per cent with 36 out of 81 from the floor.
In the free throw department, HG managed 25 of
setting up screens for the other guys," Scholler
said. "But you know what kind of guy Walt is." 34 for 74 per cent and the Hroncos cashed in on
10 of 15 for 67 per cent.
Maybe I'm just beginning to see.
Western Michigan also lost the rebound battle,
Hut it was the overall team play that Scholler
pulling down 37 to the Falcons' 45. Piatkowski
was most pleased aliout.
They started out quickly, building up edges like led both teams with 15.
Howling Green faces Kent tomorrow at 8 p.m. in
18-9, and 32-18, before settling for a halftime
an away contest, before travelling to Ohio U. on
spread of seven points, 45-38.
Top gun for lie in the first 20 minutes was Al the 25th and meeting Loyola in the year's final
Hairston, who wound up with 14 at intermission. game on Feb. 27.

&

Late Surge Brings
Frosh Falcons Win
By GREG VARLIV
Assistant Sports Fditor
With a flurry of whistles and a cloud of foul
shots the freshman liaskctball team took an 86-82
decision from the Western Michigan frosh.
The game showed the frosh playing a loose defense but a free offense, scoring with more frequency than displayed in their previous games.
Led by Mark Hennessey's nine points, the freshmen were unable to muster the strength to overcome an early deficit. The team was never in
coulm! in the first half as the Hroncos took the tip
oft, iIn- first points, and control of the boards
enrouti to their 44-38 halftime lead.
The second half started as a continuation of the
first with WM building its lead to a high of 11
points early in the half.
Tightening the defense, the Baby Hirds went to
work, looking for the inside shot, and controling
the boards on l>oth ends of the court.
A good percentage of the rebounding spurts was
credited to Hugh Terrell, who played his finest
game in Anderson Arena.
Although Terrell was a major factor in the victory, the credit for the offensive spark has to be
given to Jack Polcar, the 6-2 forward from Fastlake.
Polcar, who substituted for/ip'/uber early in the
game, scored 20 points and sparked the frosh past
Western Michigan team with 5:45 left in the game.
From that point on the game was all Howling
< ireen.
The Brown and Orange built their lead to high
as seven points and never relinguished it. Meanwhile WM had personal fouls, the clock and five
Falcons going against them—they lost three men
via fouls, and had to watch the clock run continually
due to hold up of the varsity contest.
Scoring was well balanced for the Falcons. Terrell
had 2i, Polcar 20, Hennessey 17, and Dennis Cavenaugh 13 to lead the team. Hill Venderwoude of
Western Michigan led the scoring parade for both
teams with 33 markers.
Terrell netted 10 rebounds to lead the team in
that category.
So th> freshmen hit the road 'or a game with
Kent State hoping to improve their 8-4 record.

leers Topple Oberlin,
Manage 4-2 Verdict

£

WESTERN MICHIGAN
Lacefield
Ford
Harville
Kidney
Clark
Tucker

G
9
7
12
1
3
4

F
6
0
2
0
0
2

T
24
14
26
2
6
10

TOTALS
10
82
36
By TIM CHURCHILL
Assistant Sports Editor
Howling Green's hockey team literally fought its way to victory
Friday night, downing host Oberlin 4-2 in a penalty-filled game which
ended in a 12-man brawl.
The victory pushed the Falcons' record to 5-0 in the Midwest
College Hockey Association, and 10-2 in all games.
Oberlin came out flying in the opening period, and the Yeomen's
high scoring center, Ted Raphael, got them off to a 1-0 lead just
By TOM WILLIAMS
17 seconds after t he opening face off.
Sports Writer
Rick Allen tied the score at the 10:32 mark of the period, as he
netted his 20th goal of the season. It was an unassisted tally from
Bowling Green's swimmers had their winning streak
30 feet out.
Howling Green took the lead six minutes later, when Walt Gansser stopped last Saturday as Kent took a 54-50 decision.
let fly with a shot from the left point position, the puck bouncing past It was a close meet, with all three judges' decisions
Oberlin goalie Larry Schiller. As was Allen's goal, Gansser scored going to Kent.
The Flashes broke out on top winning the medley
unassisted.
Penalties marred the second period, as referees Ernie Sweigert relay and the 1,000 yard freestyle. Doug Rice and
and Hill Luckman combined to call 11 infractions, including four on Tom Curran took two-three in the 1000 for the
Falcons.
one play.
BG
got its' first win from co-captain John
Oberlin drew seven of the penalties, and the Yeomen accounted for
Lindahl
in the 200 freestyle, with a time of 1:53.1.
the only goal of the period, a tip-in by Tay Vaughn at the 4:15 mark.
Two Falcons and two Yeomen were sent to sit out a couple of Kent, however, came back and took the 50 freestyle
minutes in the penalty box as a result of a skirmish behind the BG with Jim Lehmann second in 22.9.
One of the bright spots for the Falcons was the onegoal. Simonds had gone behind his net to play loose puck when Rob
two punch in the individual medley, with Pat Duthie
Hartow crashed into him.
Nathan Jackson didn't like the way Allen was handling Hartow, so winning and Mike Schoenhals sweeping second. BG
also won the diving, with Ron Zwielien taking first
he started swinging his stick at the big defenseman.
P.J. Nyitray came to Allen's and Simonds' aids by sharply checking and John Ollila being edged out by three points for
the runner-up spot.
Hartow into the boards.
The next part of the meet was all Kent, with them
After the smoke had cleared, the referees had placed A Hen and
sweeping
the butterfly and backstroke. They also
Jackson in the penalty box for roughing, Nyitray for charging and
won the 100 freestyle, with Duane Jastremskl and
Hartow for interference. All sat out two minutes.
Between periods, BG coach Bill Little told his players to "go out Lehmann taking two-three behind the Kent entry.
With three events left, BG had to win all three.
and get a couple of quick goals" and then "get a couple of Oberlin
Their faint hopes were crushed In a battle of coplayers."
I ittle was very displeased with the tactics employed by the Yeomen captains, as Kent's Pete Foley touched out Doug Rice
icers and fans. "They were slashing, cross checking, running into in the 500.
The Falcons did finish strong, even though the meet
Clark (Simonds), and almost everything imaginable," he fumed,"and
the officials weren't doing anything about it. I usually don't like to see was lost. Ron Wood and Tom Williams again swept
our guys playing unnecessarily rough hockey, but it was just a matter the 200 breaststroke and the freestyle relay of
Lindahl, Witt, Jastremskl and Lehmann smashed
of self-defense."
The Falcons got those two goals, as Nyitray and Dick Waring their opponents relay.
The loss left the Falcon swimmers with a 5-4
each took advantage of power plays to beat Schiller twice. Nyltray's
goal came when the Falcons had a one-man advantage, and Waring's record. They have Miami and the M.A.C. Championships left on their schedule.
came with Oberlin two-men short due to penalties.
The freshman team, however, scored two impressive
With about four minutes remaining in the contest, the play became
very, very rough. Finally, with about 30 seconds to go, the tension wins over the weekend. Saturday the baby finnian
defeated Kent 43-35 while Sunday they smashed
came to a peak.
A vicious check by Gansser started the melee, which saw five skaters Kettering 55-40.
The frosh. coached by Jim Oliver, have already
from each team and both officals in one mass of thrashing arms and
broken six freshman records this season. Two of
legs behind the Olierlin goal.
When the officials, who caught a few blows themselves, had the the records were shattered this weekend by backsparring partners separated, three of the five Oberlin icers were flat stroker Tim Youngbluth.
Youngbluth broke the 200 backstroke record Saton the ice, while the only apparent injury suffered by a Falcon was a
slight bump on Allen's head. Rather than try to hand out 10 penalties, urday, knocking five seconds off the previous time
with a 2:08.6. This is also lower than the current
the officials let the clock run out to end the game.
So the Falcons not only crushed the Yeomen 4-2 before a large, varsity record. Sunday he came right back and broke
partisan crowd, but they humiliated them in brawl brought on by the the 1; 0 backstroke record, going 59.0, .8 seconds
faster than the old standard.
Yeomen themselves.

Kent Submerges
Finmen, 54-50

